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Isn’t it great when a plan comes together ?
This month has seen significant progress on a number of projects. These include: - Revised gate entry and drainage arrangements – this will reduce the ponding and potholes at the
entry of the field.
- Regravelling on access road on our site.
- Installation of new container amenities unit on pre-prepared foundations
- Installation of a shade roof for water collection on the amenities unit. This had been prefabricated
and installation was largely an assembly process.
- Construction of decks at the new amenities unit and at the old club house
- Excavation of roadside bund to allow more carparking area
- Mulching of vegetation on the roadside bund.
These projects have been driven by a small number of dedicated members. Particular thanks to Bill Wheeler,
WBOP Parks Manager for arranging the roadway and drainage works, taking advantage of contractors
already working in the Park on the new paintball site.
Also big thanks to Tony Christianson, who has driven the container project with much enthusiasm, and to his
team.
The container project still has some tidying up work to do such as installation of solar panels, water tank and
toilet facilities.
We have now received the $6000 funding grant from TECT to cover the container costs, and this, plus the
auction proceeds, has replenished our coffers so that we can now consider other projects on the list.

←
New car parks

Funding of new amenities unit.

How does a little club like TMAC afford a project of this scale? We had obtained the container some 2 years
ago using club funds. When this project was first considered, we obtained a couple of quotes for an external
contractor to refurbish the container as a turnkey job. We also ran our own estimate as a comparison. These
processes indicated an all up cost of around $40,000 – well outside the club’s capabilities to fund with our own
resources. We were lucky to receive a grant of $6000 from TECT which we anticipated would enable us to do
enough work to bring the container to site, leaving much of the fitout work to be as a stage 2 over the next
couple of years.
However, once news of our TECT funding spread around the club, things started to happen. Many of the
materials were donated by local companies or club members. This included:- roofing material, structural steel
for window and door surrounds, toilet and hand basin, paint, transport, batteries, foundation steel beams. We
also had some decking stored under the old clubhouse.
Club members donated many hours of work to convert the container. This labour component had a
commercial value in excess of $15,000.
The nett result was that the funding from TECT went a lot further than anticipated. We have been able to fully
line the container, complete the deck, install solar lighting, plumbing, and build a shade portico.
Your gate key will open the container padlocks – Enjoy!

There are aliens amongst us
A new addition to the fleet of
multirotors
operated
by
club
members.
Most have dedicated
purposes such as aerial photography,
agricultural
crop
monitoring,
surveying, security monitoring and
others.
This is Geoff Brown’s “Swellpro” quad
rotor. This is purpose designed as a
fishing aid, to be able to carry a fishing
line out to sea and drop it. The unit is
fully watertight and capable of
surviving a dunking. It can carry a 1Kg
payload. (Andy wants one to carry his lunch)

Auction 2017
Another successful event. Overall some $15000 of equipment was traded and the club made a surplus of
$3600. This was enhanced by the large number of models which were donated and which added directly to
the bottom line. Mike and Fraser Briggs were effective auctioneers and it was encouraging to see a spirited
bidding war between 2 junior members where Fraser dropped the bid increment to $1, and the successful
bidder got a bargain at $17. Some good bargains were gained and there were some extended bidding fights
which put smiles on the faces of the vendors.
The media gave us good coverage with the Weekend Sun posting an article prior to the auction, and the Bay
of Plenty Times afterwards. Our secretary is now world famous in Tauranga with a photo in the BOPT.
(autographs at next club night).
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/bay-of-plenty-times/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503343&objectid=11878686
← Mike, Fraser, Warren, Garry
and Bill at the auctioneers table

↓ Lots of keen bidders

Plenty of opportunities →

MFNZ AGM
The MFNZ AGM is shaping up to be
another fiasco.
There have been
numerous emails on the NZMAA Yahoo
Groups page raising concern about the
Council not including the Working
Party’s draft Constitution on the agenda.
This was requested by members at the
last AGM and the Council has no
authority to exclude their remit from the
agenda.
This dispute is likely to result in a hostile
confrontation at the AGM.
It is for this reason that Remit 3 was
drafted. If a sensible outcome cannot be
achieved to the Constitution debate, then Remit 3 should at least allow future club input into MFNZ decisions,
rather than giving unfettered authority to a Council which is demonstrably not playing by the rules.
Thanks to all those who have sent in a proxy vote. The deadline for proxies has now passed, but if you would
like to attend in person your vote would be appreciated.
If the remit to give Clubs a say in MFNZ processes is defeated, this leaves the relationship between clubs and
MFNZ in a difficult position. Under MFNZ’s proposed Constitution the Council will assume total power to eg
spend reserves, adjust fees and make demands on clubs. Clubs will have no ability to challenge these, but it
raises the question that if there is no relationship with MFNZ then the Clubs are not obliged to give effect to
MFNZ demands. Perhaps the Clubs can charge fees for administration services performed. Perhaps the clubs
can carry their own insurance and operate independently of MFNZ. This could radically change the way MFNZ
and clubs operate.
Whatever the outcome, its going to be a rocky road, and critical to the future development of aeromodelling
in NZ. Some of us would like to focus on tangible issues such as flying our planes, or encouraging youth into
the hobby. Your Committee will keep you informed of developments.

Coming events
•
•

MFNZ AGM Saturday July 8th. Be there and have your say.
Poo Pit digathon and wheelbarrow derby . (Date to be confirmed). We will shortly be engaging a
contractor to drill a soakage pit for our toilet. This will generate some 3 cubic meters of spoil which
will need to be barrowed away and spread on the bund line. We will be calling for volunteers on the
day to come with barrows and shovels to do this.

Members in the news
A tribute to Tony Christianson in the NZ Herald.
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11881542

Break In
During the month, we had a break in to our small garden shed behind the tractor container. This contained
several member’s tools which had been stored there while working on the amenities unit. Fortunately, those
affected were insured. The bad guys also took some 200l of diesel fuel and 100l of hydraulic fluid from the
contractors next door, which indicates some degree of organisation. The Police have been advised.
Fingerprinting was inconclusive but the men in blue are on the job. If you want to leave personal items at the
field please put these in the tractor container, which is more secure.

Starting tables – the following borrowed from Kapiti
Aeromodellers’ Club
KAMCI have made a couple of starting tables. Reports are
that “ The idea is to have your model safely restrained at a
decent height when starting. Its got to be good for the
ageing backs and knees of our membership. These are
easily moved about (having wheels at one end) and quite
easily shared. They can be used for up to 60 size models.
Above that
size, whilst
the table
may be big
enough,
managing
to safely
lift a
larger size model off the table while running could be a
challenge and a safety hazard”.
Would anyone like to volunteer some time and some scrap
timber to make a couple of these?

Andy Avgas – Roving Reporter
Andy went to the auction and spent some time showing a press reporter around
the items on display. Andy showed her a scale Focke-Wolf 190 and then a Fokker
DR1, at which point she thought we were a bunch of dirty old men. Apparently
reference to a Focker is no longer PC.
Shortest Day last week. Does that mean its now summer? Doesn’t feel like it.
The newspaper article was headed “Modellers descend on Mount for annual fundraiser” . A Facebook
comment wanted to know if when descending from the Mount, rules should be carried engraved on
stone tablets. Andy’s response: - Thou shalt embrace the hobby of model aircraft and equip thyself in
abundance. Thou shalt bid heavily and beyond thy means for the force is with thee. Fear not the crash as
thy hangar is well stocked with other models to fly. Blessed is he whose partner says "keep bidding - its
only money".

Bluetooth Tracker
Has anyone used one of these? http://thewirecutter.com/reviews/best-bluetoothtracker/ They work on a Bluetooth connection and don’t need cellphone coverage. Your
mobile phone can find one of these within a 50m range. These could be ideal for fitting
to a model in case it comes down in the jungle. The battery is rated at 1 year life without
recharging. There are versions with replaceable batteries. One possible drawback I can
see is that Bluetooth is a spread spectrum system on the 2.4GHz band so if they become
too popular it could lead to some crowding on the radio band.

Links of an aviation nature
A very comprehensive article on the flying characteristics of the ME 109 . White knuckle flying.
http://www.warhistoryonline.com/world-war-ii/20-amazing-now-images-wwii-adam-surrey-x.html
That’s all for this month – safe and successful flying to all
Dave Marriott
Editor. contact - taurangamodelfly@gmail.com

